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Abstract. We recall the simple statistical concept that non-Gaussian distribution 
peakedness results from the compouncling of ranclol11 processes. This idea is appliecl to 
observations ancl analysis of sea surface slopes as int'errecl using optical ancl microwave
scattering measurements. Our stucly emphasizes the importance of identifying ancl 
quantitYing the distribution variance and kurtosis t'rom observations. Data are shown to 
inclicate consistently non-Gaussian peakeclness, to inclicate the neecl to report at least two 
parameters in an even orcier analysis, ancl to inclicate near equivalence between racial' ancl 
optical data. Physical interpretation for observecl infrequent steep slopes is given via 
compouncling statistical pro cesses where normally clistributecl short-scale waves are 
modulatecl because of random fluctuations mainly associatecl with the underlying long 
wave field. Implications of non-Gaussian peakeclness are provided for altimeter 
backscatter theOl'y and for modeling wave-breaking probability. 

1. Introduction 

Ocean surface remote sensing stuclies often fOCLls on signal 
backscatter or emission linked to changes in the spectral den
sity of gravity-capillary ocean wavelets. However, it is inCl'eas
ingly apparent that a precise surface slope description for short 
gravit y and gravity-capillary waves is also a vital component in 
the robust sea surface model needed to assimilate varied sat
ellite and airborne remote sensing data sets. For the example 
cases of the satellite radar altimeter and scatterometer the sea 
surface slope probability distribution function (pdf) enters in 
the direct prediction of the nadir incidence backscatter 
strength and in the ensemble average impliecl in standard com
posite surface scattering models [e.g., Va/ellzue/a, ] 978], re
spectively. 

In most previous studies that utilize a surface model to 
address ocean remote sensing data, Gaussian statistics are as
sumed to describe the surface slope. This first-order approxi
mation is numerically attractive and requires only the variance 
for a complete model. However, as new and c1iffering satellite 
sensors come on-line, the requirements for intercomparison 
and cross validation necessitates physical models with higher 
precision. The physical motivation to consider a non-Gaussian 
sI ope description is weil known. A random sea surface may be 
represented approximately as the sum of indepenclent compo
nents. However, the phase between these different wave ele
vation and/or slope components may locally exhibit correla
tions due to local strong nonlinear interactions. This modifies 
distribution Gaussianity. In particular, measurements indicate 
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that the short wave amplitudes will vary over the phase of 
longer waves, clearly demonstrating the need to go beyond a 
second-orcier statistical description [e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 
1963, J 982]. The cap illary-gravi t y waves that primarily govern 
the sea surface slope variance andl11icrowave backscatter mea
surel11ents are superimposed on a continuum of longer waves. 
These longer waves are also randol11 and travel in various 
directions. They may also affect the local wind speed near the 
sea surface. Thus, even without invokil1g local wave breaking 
enhancements and simply following linear modulation transfer 
functions, the capillary-gravity height and slope variances must 
be considered as random variables: the ral1domness will result 
from the randomness of the modulating ranci 0 111 variable, i.e., 
in this discussion, the long wave steepness. Proper treatment of 
the ocean surface statistical description th en requires the use 
of an aclvancecl stochastic development. As a first step, the 
known and clearly observed wave nonstationarity in both time 
and space can be fonnally introducecl to generate higher-order 
moments in surface slope statistics. 

In several publications devoted to non-Gaussian si ope sta
tistical descriptions, cumulant expansions such as the Gram
Charlier have been used to describe ocean slope distributions 
[e.g., Cox al/d Munk, 1954; Shaw al/d Chul'I/side, 1997]. Under 
such a statistical description the introduction of higher-order 
correction tenns can be difficult to interpret physically. ln this 
paper we develop an analytical surface sI ope model by adopt
ing the theory of the surface as a compound process. This 
framework can potentially encompass ail sources of 11011sta
tionarity such as nonlinear long wave-short wave interactions 
and/or win cl input intermittencÎes. For such a model, deviation 
l'rom a Gaussian distribution is clirectiy associated with the 
strength or the scale variability. The concept of a compound 
model is often used in a two-scale sense to describe the inl1u-
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ence or larger-seaie inlwlllogelleities l110dulatillg ,1 dense, nor
nwlly distribuled population or smaller scalcs le,g" Va 11'11 Zl/e/a , 
1975], This vieil' seems t() be applicablc for the random sea 
surface which visually exhibits groupiness and intermittent 
eharacterisl ies, 

This paper presents such a compouncl ll10del concept. Next, 
a reevaluation or the Cox and Munk opticalmeasurements and 
analysis is prescntecl to relate their results to Ihis new formu
lation, This paper will rocus not on the directionality or the 
slope distribution but rathcr on its "pcakeclness" as round in 
higher-order coefficicnts of Cox and IVlunk's fitting procedure 
ancl nlso in their overall pdf normalization based on a blanket 
increase factor to aecount for unmeasured steep waves, 

A primary fincling will be that the known level 0[' pell' depar
ture l'rom Gaussianily is not negligible in many cases and that 
atlempts to invert lhis information under il compound process 
assumption may prove usefuL Discussion is provicled to relate 
the describecl peU' to modeled wave breaking, Il is postulated 
that the inleractions between scales may provicle a breaking 
wave indicator and thal closer examination of the slope 
peakedness characteristics may lead to estimation of the prob
ability of wave breaking, 

Implications of the proposeel analysis are then eliscussed 
using the near-naelir backscaller measurements of airborne 
and satellite altimeters to examine the quantitative impact of 
slope moelel assumptions, The microwave altimeter is a l'ocus 
here because of the nearly direct link between slope measure
ments and near-vertical backscatter uncler a speeular point 
scaltering moele!, The naelir inciclence satellite altimeter ~1ack
scatter measurement will be inversely proportionalto the value 
of the slope variance; for recent near-naclir airborne raclar 
altimeter measurements it is the measure of the slope pdf 
shape versus incidence angle that is important [Jackson et al., 
1992; Valldel71ark et al" 1997; Walsh et al., 1998], Some eliscrep
ancies in these reportecl observations are discussecl within the 
context of our non-Gaussian slope moclel anel the notion of 
compound surface processes, 

2. A Compound Process Model for Surface Slope 

scalc waves, Wc can then supposc that within the patch sealc 
the sea surfacc slope pelf is locally Gaussian 1 e,g" Go/wols illld 
'fï/O/IlfiSOIl, 19941 but that the slopc variance parameter varies 
randomly l'rom patch to patch, It is not rcquisilc that thc 
wilhin-pateh momenls bc strictly Gaussian, but therc arc no 
known measurements of the highcr even orcier moments of the 
surface slope pdf Ihat arc associated solcly \Vith only a within
the-patch dimension, Such a short-seale pelf assumption 1'01-
lows a long-stancling scattering and surface description theory 
where a modulation transfcr funelion (MTF) is invoked to 
elescribe the variability of the short-scale elevation spectral 
density (implicit Gaussian assumption) within a given patch as 
a function of the underlying long wave, The MTF stuelies [e,g" 
Plall/, 1986J are a eleterministic parallel to the proposecl sta
tistical clevelopment, anel they invoke the same assumption at 
the short seale, 

If an observation inclucles a sufficiently large number of 
patches, the resulting slope pclf will then follow a compound 
process aceorcling to the variability of the small-scale slope 
variance, The resulting slope pelf is non-Gaussian anel written as 

1"(5) = J P(SJCdP(Œ) dŒ, (3) 

To illustrate such a development, we characterize the variabil
ity of the nonhomogeneous \Vave slope field by considering the 
follo\Ving perturbation: 

Œ = Œo(l -1- 8), (4) 

where 8 represents a zero mean random l1uetuation moclulat
ing the inverse of the overall mean slope variance, given as Œo 

for the remaineler of this paper. As clef1necl, (4) then represents 
a perturbation of the surface sl11oothness, Next, one can write 

p(s) = J p[sJct(8)]P(8) d8 

(5) 

For an isotropic sea the Gaussian slope pdf can be expressecl as where P( 8) is the pclf associated with the random l1uctuation 
8, An expansion up to seconcl orcier in 8 then leacls to 

Œ , 
P(s,., s,,) = p(s) = - c-os', 

, 7T 
(1) 

where Œ is the inverse of the total slope variance ancl s is the 
moclulus of the surface slope vector s \Vith two perpendicular 
slope components .l'x and s", As elef1necl, the pdf is omnidiree
tional and has the followÎIlg pro pert y: 

fJ_'l% P(s) dSr ds" = 27T r sP(s) ds = l, (2) 

A compouncl process statisticalll10del is a known form usecl 
to envelop larger-scale inholl1ogeneities in an overall statistieal 
clescription, For instance, one can think of the sea surface as a 
collection of randomly clistributeel patches, The separation 
scale chosen for such a cleseription must still leave the small 
patches with a surface area that encoll1passes '1 multitucle of 
wavelets, For instance, we can clef1ne a patch as having an 
exlent that is some fraction of the peak wavelength ancl the 
extent will generally be 01' the orcier 01' ll1eters, This surface will 
encompass a dense population of gravity-capillary anel short-

P(s) = - c-o,s- (1 -1- 8) Œo 'J 
7T 

[ 
,(ŒoaS")" J 

. J - Œ0 8s- -/- 2 -1- ' , , _ 1"(8) d8, (6) 

whence 

P(s) = ~' 1'-0,,"[ j -1- 11( Œ~,4 - C~"s") -1- ' , , l, (7) 

where 11 is clefineclto be the variance of the ranelom fluctuation 8, 
On cOl1lparison with the Gaussian clefinition (1) it is appar

ent that the ranclol1lness in slope variance moclifies the shape 
of the resulting slope pciL Taking the logarithm of this com
pound pelf ancl restricting the expansion to slope terl1ls of the 
fourth power leacls to the following clevelopment: 

( ) 

a2 
ln P(s) = ln ~ - ŒoS"(J -1- 11) -1- 2

0 

I1S'I( 1 - 11) -1- ' , , 

(8) 
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Evalualion of (8) allhe lo\Vesl quaclralie orcier inclieales lhal 
the compound process model will Icacl lo a change in lhe shape 
of lhe slope pdf near-zero slope. Berc lhere will be an appar
ent inerease of lhe inverse slope variancc paramcler by a faelor 
(1 + Ll). The modified pdl'willlhus decrease more rapidly wilh 
l11easured slopes (han l'or Cl Gaussian pdf; thal is, lhe resulling 
compound peU' exhibils peakedness relative lo a Gaussian dis
lribution [e.g., Jackson et al., IlJ92]. The posilive peakeclness is 
reaclily assoeiatecl \Vith lhe occurrence of an exceeding popu
lation of shallow slopes. 

The higher fourlh-orcler correction on lhe slope pclf will 
result in a slower lhan Gaussian c1ecrease in population clensity 
for larger values in slope. This inclicales lhat lhe occurrence of 
steep slope componenls is more probable in lhe compound 
pro cess model than in the linear Gaussian case. Il must be 
c1ear thal the above expansion eannot be used for very steep 
slopes and thal an eXlrapolation beyond a cerlain Iimil would 
be eompletely unrealistie. For extreme slope eomponents, 
higher-order tel'll1S must be consiclered in (6) and (8). As a 
possible analytieal illustrative solution, the fluctuations of the 
inverse slope variance ean be ehosen to follow a Gamma pro
cess with mean Œo and variance Œ;(I + Ll), so that the 
resulting compound slope pdf is 

(9) 

Taking the logarithm of this funetion and restrieting the ex
pansion to si ope tenns of the fourth power th en gives: 

, 

( ŒO)' Œ; 4 ") ln P(s) = ln 7ï - Œ"s-(l + Ll) + "2 LlS Cl + u + ... 
(10) 

As compared with (8), a modification is introduced in the 
fourth-order term that comes from the omittecl third-orcler 
moment of a in (7). Indeed, the peak value of a Gamma 
distribution do es not coincide with the value of its mean. How
ever, to leading linear order in the Ll parame ter the develop
ment remains consistent for both cases. 

As presentecl, a compound pro cess corresponds to the mix
ture of two l'an dom processes. It must be noted that the spatial 
and temporal correlations of the sea surface short wave slope 
components are usually assumed and observed to drop very 
rapidly with c0111parison to the longer gravit y waves. The dis
tinction in space and/or time of the si ope wave field between 
two different scales can thus in general be readily made for the 
ocean surface. The physics of wave generation and interaction 
is not the same for long and short waves. Before breaking, 
short waves essentially grow under the direct energy input from 
the wind ancl the indirect straining effect of the longer waves. 
The lifetime for the short-sc ale waves that predominate inside 
a patch may th us be considered to be very short. This lifetime 
will certainly be much less than the necessary time of the 
nonlinear interactions among the short waves themselves, 
within a patch, that wouldlead to a permanent l'orm such as a 
Stokes pattern. As already mentioned above, the smallest 
"large" scale corresponding to the introduction of the a Huc
tuations can theu be relatecl to a fraction of the average wave
length ancl/or the period of the dominant surface waves. Other 
larger-scale sources of variability could also be included cor
responding to scales representing mean wincl gust spatial and 
temporal extent' and/or clominant wave group length ancl du
ration. However, the choice of the exact form of the pdf for the 

l1uclualions (1 + 8) is bcyond lhc scope of lhis paper. Rather 
wc wish lo cmphasize lhe compound pro cess concept. Never
lheless, sincc lhe slope variance is a positive variable, the 
l1uclualions must remain positive such as in the case of Ray
leigh or Gamma randorn processes. 

3. Cox and Munk Analysis 
To dale, and as systematically referenced when modeling the 

sea surface slope statistics, results derived l'rom the glitter 
pattern of rel1ected sunlight photographed by Cox and Munk 
in 1951 remain lhe most rcliable direct measurements of wind
dependenl slope statistics. However, careful examination of 
their well-c1ocumented report [Cox and MUllk, 1956] c1early 
shows that the statistical parameters presented by Cox and 
Munk arc not directly computed l'rom a measured slope pdf. 
Instead, they are inferrecl from the results of a fitting proce
dure and followed by a normalizing acljustment to compensate 
for what the Cox and Munk called the "incomplete" slope 
variances. Indeed, a lack of normalization for the probability 
distribution limited that study, leacling the authors to consider 
only the best possible characterization of the shape (or falloff) 
of the logarithm of an unnormalized probability function as a 
function of wind speed. Documented measurement limitations 
dictated that the fitting procedure be limited to the smallest 
si opes (up to ~2.5 times the l'ms). Consequently, Cox and 
Munk coulcl not directly provide the total slope variance but an 
estimate based on the shape analysis of the log of a truncated 
unnormalizecl si ope pdf. As will be seen in section 5, their 
inferred measurement is directly analogous to near-nadir air
borne altimeter backscatter measurements. Using a Gra111-
Charlier expansion to fourth order, their modeled fit was writ
ten as follows [Cox and MUllk, 1956, equation (7.2-1)] 

ln P(s) = a" - a;,s2 + a':,s4 + s(a] - a']s2) cos «(1/) 

+ s2(a 2 + a;s2) cos (2(p') + a3s3 cos (3cp') 

+ a4s4 cos (4(p'), (11) 

where (1/ is the azimuthal angle according to principal axis and 
the coefficient [{ is defined as 

l 
a" = '8 (C40 + C 22 + C04) - ln (27ïucu,,), 

1 ( Il) l [C 40 ( Il) C 04] a;, = 4- 2 + 2 + -8 2 + C 22 2 + 2 + 2 , 
U C (T'I ue U c ŒIl Œu 

CO) + C2] 

al= 2u" 

l [ C ,10 ( Il) +- -+C ---
8 C UZ 22 UZ U~ 

Co,,] 
+2' 

u" 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(12c) 

(12d) 

(12e) 

(I2f) 

(12g) 

• 
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( 12i) 

where (rc and (r" are the l'ms slope eomponents along the 
principal axes and C ij are the expansion coefficicnts related to 
the cumulants of the slope distribution. 

Distribution skcwIless to first orcier vanishcs when consicler
ing the omnidirectional isotropic case where (f,. = (T" (sec thc 
appendix for a two-dimensional development). Equation (ll) 
then reduces to 

(J 3) 

Equation (13) is obviously congruent with the compouncl pro
cess development given as (8) or (10). By identification, it 
follows that for both cases 

a;, = O'j1 -!- tl). (14 ) 

Thus when applied to the logarithm of a peU', both the Gram
Charlier expansion of Cox and Munk and our compound 
model can lead to an estimate of the mean square slope 
(mss() = 1/0'0) that is based on an estimate of the lowest-order 
fit parameter modified by a higher-order correction such that 

1-!-tl 
mss" = - = --, - . 

Œo a 0 

(15) 

In this case, a;, is use cl to remain consistent with Cox and 
Munk's nomenclature. 

The correction coefficient (L -!- tl) in (15) is eqllivalent to 
Cox ancl Mllnk's notecl constant acljustment factor to arrive at 
their often citecl total mean square slope mocle!. Their correc
tion terIll multiplies their inference of an "incomplete" slope 
variance lia ~ to account for infrequent ancl unmeasurecl steep 
slopes [sec Cox and Ml/nk, 1956, sections 7.3 and 9]. Following 
a compouncl process Interpretation, the correction becomes a 
measure of the overall randomness of the surface slope wave 
field. For this moclel, steep slopes will be locally associatecl with 
an enhancecl variance parame ter, i.e., small 0' values. However, 
as expectecl for a rancl0111 ocean surface, large slope compo
nents will likely be followecl by sm aller slopes, i.e., large 0' 

values. Thus high roughness areas correspond to calm areas. 
This is statistically characterized by the fluctuation-normalizecl 
variance tl in the compouncl mocle!. 

For Cox anclMunk the proposed correction factor is cleemecl 
inclepenclent of wincl speed and is nearly identical for the 
principal wincl direction axes. The factor cloes not vary much 
with the change between clean ancl slick (attenuatecl small
scale waves) surface conditions. Their analysis clerives a value 
of ~1.23 (tl = 0.23) that is valid for their who le clean surface 
data set ancl 1.20 for the case of measurements over a slick 
surface. Note that if one chose a Rayleigh clistribution to 
describe the random fluctuations, tl is a constant equal to 
(411T - 1) = 0.27. 

Conclusions l'rom this examination are sUl11marized as fol
lows. First, when inferring parameters [rom a fit to the log of 
the pdf, it is clear that the most direct of comparison to the Cox 
and Munk results is through their fit parameters [e.g., Shaw 
al/d CI/Ul'Ilside, 1997] and not thdr reported total slope vari
ance mocle!. Second, the proposecl correction to account for 
steep waves (or pclf peakedness) is nearly 25%. This is a sub
stantial correction to a Gaussian assumption and not without 
its skeptics [e.g., Wel/lz, 1976]. While Cox ancl Munk suggest 
that the correction is a constant (i.e., inclepenclent of wind 

speed, sea statc, ctc.), thei\' inability aetually to measure the 
steep slopes would suggest that alternate measurements to 
claril'y variability and magnitude would be bencficia!. Finally, 
although this correction factor is of crucial importance for 
precise Inference of the mean variance mss", the foremost 
physically relevant result is perhaps not the correction's value 
but the simple fact that its existence indieates multiple scales of 
variability over a surface slope wave field. 

4. Wave-Breaking Statistics Dnder 
a Compound Process 

An attractivc feature of the compoundl110clel i5 that it leacls 
to a fairly simple mathematical expansion clescribing complex 
statistical processes at the surface. The following discussion 
uses this aspect to address a possible relationship between the 
compouncl slope pdf and wave breaking statistics. 

Following Gaussian statistical assul11ptions, Srokosz [1986] 
used the extension of earlier statistical l110dels for the distri
bution of maxima of a random surface [Cartwright al/d 
LOl/guet-Higgil/s, 1956] to derive a wave-breaking probability 
density Ph based upon the likelihood that slopes at the wave 
crests exceed a given critical slope value: 

(16) 

where 0' is the inverse slope variance and y is the threshold 
criterion associatecl with the critical slope. Conceptually, this 
value is related to the ratio between the downward accelera
tion ancl the restoring acceleration (inc\uding gravitational and 
surface tension effects). 

Following a compound process approach, it is possible to 
extend this breaking probability model to a random nonsta
tionary wave fielcl. As for the sea surface slope pdf develop
ment, wc consicler that a Gaussian assumption may locally 
apply, \Vith rancIom fluctuations characterized by Œo(1 -!- 8), 
so that the resulting compouncI-breaking probability becomes 

P = e-(I/_ly-o" 1 -!- - -- + ... J '. [ . tl (y2 Œ
,,) 2 J 

1> 2 2 ' (17) 

where wc only considered an expansion up to second orcier in 
8 with variance tl. 

Thus, at this lowest order a correction term is again simply 
introclucecl to integrate some nonhomogeneous characteristics 
of the surface wave fielcI. This indicates that the correction 
term is first characterized by the variance tl of the inverse slope 
paral11eter Huctuations. As obtainecl, the breaking probability 
increases when the randomness of the wave fielcI is incluclecl. 
The ratio between breaking probability models, compound and 
linear, will also decrease toward unit y with wincI speed since 0'0 

clecreases with wind speecl. As should be expected, a Gaussian 
model should hold for the highest wincI speecls. For complete
ness the breaking probability can be derivecl for the case of 
ranclom Gamma-distributed fluctuations. As for the pclE, an 
analytical solution can be founcl: 

_ ( _ O'"tl y2) -1"\ 
P" - l 1- 2 (18) 

Using the results derived l'rom Cox and Munk's reported fit 
coefficients, the compound breaking probability obtainecl for a 
threshold value y = tan 22° = 0.4 is given in Figure 1. Accord
ing to our reinterpretation of Cox al/d /\I[UII/('S [1956] results 
the clensity of short steep wavelets grows more rapidly at lower 
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lI'ind speed than it does l"or a Gaussian prediction. The Gauss
ian model (squares) is always 10ll'er than the compound model 
(stars). Moreover, the compound hreaking seems to oeeur 
sooner than that of the Gaussian. Both models, however, con
verge at high wincl speeds. For indication thc breaking dcnsity 
[or the compound model is almost quadratie in wind speecl. 

5. Application 10 Altimeter Ocean 
Backsca tter lVIodels 

The most C01111110n moclel ol" microll'ave hackscatter l"rorn 
ocean surfaces at normal ancl nem-nadir incidences is the spec
ular point moclel [BroWII, 1971\]. Thus, in their physical and 
practical applications, altil11eter techniques rely heavily on the 
c1efinition of the slope pdf and its changc versus wind speecl or 
I"riction velocity. 

5.1. [1lt'CITillg PDF Shape 'Vith Air!Jol'l1c 
Ncar-Nadir Mcasul'cments 

As thoroughly deseribecl by Walsh el al. [1998], one aircraft 
technique for cletermining a raclar-inl"errecl mean square slope 
parameter is to use the relative variation of the backscatter 
power lllcasurecl with respect 10 incidence angle [see also Jack
SOli el al., 1992; Valldellla!'k el al., j 994]. Incleecl, assuming that 
a specular point model may be applicable to c1escribing the 
raclar sea surface scattering mechanism out to an inciclence 
angle of about (j = [20, the clecrease in the radar backscatter 
coefficient (ToUj) with angle for an isotropie surface woulcl be 
proportion al to the slope pclf, such as 

(ToUl) Ct:. sec" P( tan 0). ( 19) 

Arter correction for the cos4 0 clepenclence this type of near
naclir measurement shoulcl be analogous to optically clerivecl 
results of Cox and Munie [1956]. Results to clate from su ch 
systems have macle use of only the simple parabolic approxi
mation leacling to a simple parameter estimation, the so-callecl 
fit or shape mean square slope parameter [e.g., Jackson el al., 
1992]. This parameter is regarclecl, uncler assumecl Gaussianity, 
as a radar inference of the total mean square sI ope with any 
clifference between the reportecl total value of Cox ancl Munk 
attributeclto a raclar's implicit low-pass filtering of short-scale 
sI opes. Ku band ancl Ka band radar-derivecl mean square sI ope 
estimates appear to agree fair/y well with optical precliction in 
their overall increase with wincl speecl, but clifferences cio ap
pear such as raclar mean square slope nonlinearity over the 
complete wincl speecl range ancl an absolute overall clifference 
between reportecl values, the raclar being signi[icantly lower. 

As already anlicipatecl by Jackson el al. [1992] with a sug
gestecl 6% increase for surface peakeclness, it is c\ear from the 
slope pdE developments presented in sections 2 and 3 that a 
parabolic approximation may not be suflicient 1.0 retrieve a 
precise estima te of the slope variance. Following the formula
tion given by (8), a more gencral approximation of the quasi
specular radar backscatter becomes 

ln [CT"(O)' COS'I 0] = const- Œ,,(l +~) tan 2 () 

. (1 - (~ L\.I_~ ['111 2 ()) (20) 
" 1 + L\ < • 

In past radar stuclies the ineiclence angle nt window has heen 
taken to be wind inclependent and set between 0 ::; tan () ::; 
tan 0m"x' As sèen above, the parabolic approximation term now 
c1epencls upon the values of both ~ and a" tan 2 

() over the 
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Figure 1. Wave-hreaking probability as inferred {"rom re
portecl fH coefficients by Co.\" ({lId MIiIlIe [19541 when imposing 
a threshold value y = tan 22° = 0.4. The Gaussian moclel 
(squares) is always lower than the compound model (stars). 
The dashed curve is a parabolic [it to the compouncl breaking 
model (5.5 1 0- 4 U~(I). Some squares of the Gaussian moclcl 
l'ail bellow the minimum line at 1 Cl-·I and therefore cio not 
appear on the plot. 

range of incidence angles llsed to clcIine the rit window. Taking 
~ as approximately constant, the goodness of the fit will still be 
wincl dependent since a" is wincl clependent. As the wincl speecl 
increases, a o is expectecl to clecrease so that the quaclratic 
correction terl11 may be negleetecl within the fit winclow. ln this 
special case (near-zero slope) the modeled slope clistribution 
peakeclness will result in a correction to the "total" raclar mean 
square slope uncler a Gaussian assumption of 1/( 1 + ~). In 
effect past clata sets may have been underestimating the radar
inferrecl mean square slope. 

Under light wincl conditions, a" becomes quite large, ancl 
the quadratic correction may not be totally neglectecl over the 
fit window. For such cases a parabolic [H willlcad to estimates 
of radar shape mean square sI ope parameters closer to the 
total mean square slope parameters. As perfeclly illustratecl by 
Walsh el al. [1998, Figure 12], the shape parameter will then be 
highly clepenclent upon the inciclence angle limit 0111"X taken for 
the fit winclow. We also point out that the parabolic lit coeffi
cient in (20) will clecrease as the a o tan 2 (1 correction term 
becomes predominant. As is also shown by Walsh el al. [1998] 
ancl alreacly cliscussecl, the higher the slope variance (inet'eas
ing wincl speecl), the less sensitive the measurement technique 
using a parabolic approximation for the slope pdf. 

Under (20), comparisons bctween near-naclir raclar es ti
mates ancl Cox and Munk's reportecl parameters shoulcl be 
more straightforward. For intermecliate to high wincl speecls 
the analysis suggests that it is more juclieious 1.0 compare Cox 
and Munk's optical measurements ancl raclar results only in 
ten11S of their parabolic approximation paramelers a;). 

Figure 2 presents the clifTerent shape-basec1 second-order 
regression estimates as reportecl by Cox and Munk [1956] ancl 
Jackson cllfl. [1992] for a Ku bancl raclar instrument ancl WlIlsh 
cl al. [1998] l'or a Ka bancl raclar instrument. As shown, an 
overall close agreement is founcl between optical- ancl raclar
inferred parameters. This suggests that a Ku band instrument 
(~,2 Clll wavelength) ancl, 11l0reover, a Ka band instrument ((J.8 
cm wavelength) almost entircly probe the total sea surface 
roughness. The eomparison shows that the shape parameter at 
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Figure 2. Second-order regressions of the shape-based pa
rameter as reported by Cox and Munk [1956] (stars), Jackson el 
al. [1992] (squares), and Walsh el al. [1998] (clia11l0nds) for 
optical, Ku band, and Ka band, respectively. Ali sources are in 
near agreement for winds ranging l'rom 5 to 11 m S-I. 

14 Ghz (Ku band) is only departing from tbe optical Cox and 
Munk's reported parame ter for the highest wincl speed condi
tions, U 10 2: 10 m S-I. We suggest that future 'effort be made 
to validate radar Inference of the Cox and lV[unk adjustment 
for the incomplete variance by a full evaluation using (20). 

5.2. Effect at Normal Incidence 

The application of these concepts to the satellite altimeter 
(e.g., Geosat or TOPEX) comes for the case of a viewing 
geometry extremely near the vertical, perhaps no more than 
0.1 0 -0.20 from nadir incidence. Again, following the specular 
point theOly for altimeter backscatter, we simply have at nadir 

(21) 

with R 2 denoting the Fresnel power reflection coefficient for a 
fiat sea surface. If the de11nition of the slope pdf is given by the 
compound mode! expansion, we th en have 

(22) 

As shown earlier, the wind speed-dependent Œ() parame ter is 
not correctly retrieved from a single-parame ter second-order 
shape analysis. I-Iowever, in the range of moderate to high wind 
speed the inverse slope variance may weil be approximated 
using the shape-based parabolic regression estimate and an 
adjustment factor (1 + 11), leading to 

a' R 2 

°(0°) _ 0 _ 'R 2 
(J - ] -1- 11 - a 0 cff, (23) 

where we introduce an effective Fresnel coefficient, R eIT, as is 
COl11mon practice when comparing airborne and satellite-borne 
altimeter data. In past studies [e.g., Masuko el al., J 986; Jack
son el al., 1992; Wu, 1994] this factor is a catch-ail ad just me nt 
(typically a constant) to carry vmious possible uncertainties. 
These uncertainties have incluclecl calibration problems, pos
sible errors in Fresnel coefficient values, and varied definitions 
of radar scattering or surface description assumptions. As is 
obvious l'rom (23), we suggest that it may actually be domi
nated by'a peakedness correction. The nominal Fresnel power 
coefficient for seawater is R 2 = 0.6 at Ku band. The total 

cxpcctcd variation is ~O.3 dbar l'or cxtrcmc variations in water 
tCl11pcraturc and salinity. Ir wc assumc Ihat optical cstimalcs 
apply to Ku band allimctcr dala, Ihc 11lcasurC11lcnts rcporlcd 
by Cox and rvlunk could Icad 10 much grcatcr changcs wilh a 
proportionalily constant ranging l'rom 1 to O.ô to givc an cI'
rcelivc Frcsncl cocl'ficicnl bclwcen D.6 and O.3Ô. For Ihc aver
agc constanl corrcction adoptcd by Cox and Munk, 11 = 0.25, 
the naclir correction is O.il to give an cflcctivc Frcsnel cocrfi
cicnl or O.4il. At the prescnl limc Ihe best estimatc or the 
effective Fresncl coefficient for a Ku-bancl system comes l'rom 
thc absolutely calibratecl TOPEX racial' cross section clata [A/'
ehivi//g, Validatio// iI//d 1//lel]JI'elalio// or Salel/ile Ocea//ographie 
Daia (AVISO), 1992; Be//ada, 1997]. This system has a elocu
menteel signal difference of .85 dB above the Geosat altimeter 
[Cal/aha// el al., 1994]. Combining results or Jockso// el al. 
[1992] with this information leacls to a present estimate of 0.45 
for the effective Fresnel coefficient at Ku bancl ancl wincl 
speecls between 7 and 14111 S-I. Following this clevelopment it 
seems that most of' the cliscrepancy between the nominal ancl 
effective Fresnel coefficient is explainecl by considering the 
peakedness correction basecl on Cox and Munk's incomplete 
variance acljustment. 

6. Summary and Conclusion 
The shape of the ocean slope pelf will exhibit peakedness 

relative to a Gaussian clistribution by introducing randomness 
in the surface slope variance to characterize nonstationarities 
in the surface wave field. This indicates that the occurrence of 
s111all and steep slopes is more probable than under a Gaussian 
assu111ption. Such a development is congruent with the analysis 
used by Cox and IV[unk to interpret the statistics of measured 
sunlight glitter patterns. ln particular, the slope variance pa
rameters provided by Cox and Munk ancl commonly usecl in 
the literature were not directly measured from the optical data 
but inferrecl l'rom the results of a Jîtting procedure followed by 
a "blanket increase" to take into account the lack of informa
tion concerning very infrequent, very large slopes. From our 
proposed analysis the necessary adjustment is clirectly relatecl 
to the variance parame ter associated with the ove rail variabil
ity of the surface slope wavefield. Wave-breaking statistics 
have also been preclicted on the basis of this compound process 
mode!. In such a case the breaking probability can also be 
clerivecl l'rom the probability that the slope crosses a given level 
at the wave crests. On the basis of Cox and M unk's analysis ancl 
results, it is then fmIllcl that for a given thresholcl criterion the 
short-scale breaking probability under a compound process 
assumption will be increasecl. 

On the basis of the assul11ption that the specular point model 
is applicable to describe near-nadir Ku band ancl Ka bancl 
racial' sea surface backscatter measurements we further showecl 
that an unmoclelecl slope distribution peakeclness will usually 
lead to an unclerestimation of the total raclar-inferred mean 
square slope. The goodness of the simplifiecl parabolic approx
imation over a fîxed JH winclow will then be wincl dependent 
based on the si ope variance values. As the wind speecl in
creases, the parabolic approximation may be sufficient to lead 
to ,i correction similar 10 the one use cl by Cox and Munk to 
compare the incomplete variance (shape mean square slope) 
with the total variance. By comparing both the optical and the 
racial' shape mean square slopes wc further found that radar 
estimates are on average only 15% below optical results for 
moderate to high wincl speed conditions. Moreover, the 
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pellkcdncss corrcclion has also bccn shown 10 hclp 10 cxplain 
!1los1 of thc ncccssary adjusllllcnl nccdcd to comparc airbornc 
and salcllilc-bornc allimclcr I11casurcl11cnls. On thc basis of 
tllc corrcction valuc inlroduecd by Cox and Munk lhc clleclivc 
Fresnel coclïlcicnl al Ku band llIay be IOIVcrcd to -·O.<IR. This 
cornpHres IVcli to lhosc effcclivc Frcsncl coefficicnts prcdiclcd 
tromlhc TOPEX altil11ctcr [scc.!ilck.l'o/l c/ ill., 1992]. 

To concludc, it appcars that if wc arc to gain information on 
the swtistical dcscription of thc sca surface geometry, IVe ean 

. inly rely on high-frcquency radar I11casurements at ne<lr
l'incidence anglcs bul with an improvcd lit proccdure as 

by Cox and IVIunk to includc the fourth-order cor
rection. Furlhcr, it seems to bc of particular interest to l'cline 
analysis and mcasurcmcnt tcchniques used to resolve peaked

" ancl its association with an overall variahility of the IVave 
célused by environmental conditions (IVinci speed, stability, 
, eurrent, etc.). Results of su ch investigations should di-
y improve the physical interprctation of nadir and off

'1' relllote sensing llleaSlirements. In addil ion, these data 
concepts arc applicable 10 the determination or wave
ing statistics and may provicle a better quantification of 

transfer processes at the sea surface. 

pendix: Directional Aspect 
The local Gaussian pclf is cleflnecl as 

(AI) 

deflnecl for the olllniclirectionai case, the compouncl process 
introclucccl by consiclering sOllle randol1l fi uetuations for 

a~ and a; around their mean values a~.,. ancl a~,., respec
. Followiilg this development, the normalizeel va'rianccs of 

fluctuations in upwind and cross-wind directions are equal 
Ll. Following such an assul11ption, the resulting expansion of 

logarithm of the compound pclf is given by 

(A2) 

then clevelop the si ope components as 

s,s cos (/) ancl S" = s sin (/) (A3) 

, 
s- 1 1 

- LI (a;, -1- a;,)( 1 -1- 1'1) 

.l''' 
+ _ (?a" -1- 2a'l -, (C\·2 -1- a 2 )2) A( 1 _ A) 64 ...... (IX oy'- (IX oy Ll. Ll. 

. , , \.2 [ 
-1- 4' (CY~, - a(~..)( 1 -1- 1'1) 

.1'-" '1 , J +,r(no,-aoJL\(I-L\) cos2c/) 

(A4) 

Artel' direct identilicalion IVith Cox and iV!unk's modeled iii 
(II) wc delermine thc ralio ilctIVcen lIplVine! and cross-IVine! 
local slope variances as 

(A5) 

Il must he notcd Ihal il is also possible 10 determine this ratio 
l'rom 

(A6) 

IVhich is only associated wilh /'ollrth-order slope terms in the 
expansion. Cox ancl Munk found the a ~ coellicients to be 
mostly negative. This rcsult inclieales thal f3 < 1 as expected 
but also that the slope pel/' exhibits peakeelness in both upwind 
ancl cross-wincl directions. 

Following the Gaussian assumplion on a local patch, the 
relationship for the mean slope variance is 

(A7) 

leading to the clirecl evaluation from Cox and !vlunk's a~, 

reportecl lît coefficients 

(1 + (3) 2( 1 + 1'1) 
(A8) 4f3a ;, 

To cletermine l'l, the following relationship can be used: 

1'1(1-1'1) 4(1+f3)a;: 
(1 + 1'1)2 = (3 + (3)a;,2' 

(A9) 

As cleveloped, the introcluction of clireetionality, i.e., f3 < l, will 
impact the value of 1'1 as comparedto the omniclirectional case. 
The correction (J -1- 1'1) will be slightly IOIVereci by the factor 
(1 -1- (3)2/( 4(3). Keeping Cox ancl Munk's reporteel fit parame
ters that satisfy (f~, =Fe 0 ancl (f 2 > 0, the ratio between 
cross-wind and upIVinci slope variances is almost constant over 
the IVinci speeel range with a mean value f3 = 0.65. With this 
value the correction (l + 1'1) is approximately lowerecl by 0.95 
as eompared to the isotropic case. 
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